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Abstract: Since 1995, it has been known that carbohydrate drinks (CHDs) can be safely consumed
two to three hours (2–3 h) preoperatively. Furthermore, preoperative CHDs significantly benefit
many outcomes, such as thirst, hunger, and insulin resistance. Patients, however, still fast excessively.
This study aimed to determine if a CHD, consumed 2–3 h preoperatively, impacts postoperative
inflammation compared to a placebo drink or fasting. This was achieved through analysing the
levels of interleukin-6, C-reactive peptide, and serum albumin 10–24 h postoperatively. We con-
ducted a systematic review of randomised control trials. We comprehensively searched the Embase,
MEDLINE and Web of Science databases, identified 473 studies, and, after screening, were left with
10 randomised control trials. Our meta-analyses found a significantly lower mean interleukin-6 level
of −21.26 pg/mL ((95% CI −33.37, −9.15); p = 0.0006) postoperatively in patients given a preoper-
ative CHD compared to fasting and a significantly higher mean serum albumin level of 2.56 g/L
((95% CI 1.41, 3.71); p < 0.0001) postoperatively in patients given a preoperative CHD compared to a
placebo. Our results therefore show that a CHD, consumed 2–3 h preoperatively, lowers proinflam-
matory cytokine levels and increases serum albumin levels. Thus, our study reinforces guideline
recommendations to give patients a CHD 2–3 h preoperatively for improved outcomes.

Keywords: inflammation; postoperative inflammation; preoperative care; carbohydrate drink; fasting;
interleukin-6; C-reactive peptide; serum albumin

1. Introduction

The historical consensus for over a century was that patients should fast from mid-
night until their operation to prevent the aspiration of gastric contents into the stomach
following general anaesthesia [1,2]. However, the futility of this practice was demonstrated
by Nygren et al. [2] in 1995 and Lobo et al. [3] in 2009 as they discovered the complete
emptying of gastric contents up to three hours (3 h) after the consumption of a carbohy-
drate drink (CHD). Furthermore, Brady et al. [4] found that gastric contents and pH are no
different in patients fasting from midnight and those who consume a CHD 2 h before an op-
eration. Consequently, since 2005, surgical guidelines have consistently recommended that
patients should continue to consume CHDs up to 2–3 h preoperatively [5–9]. Furthermore,
consuming a preoperative CHD is more beneficial than fasting [10].

Preoperative CHDs reduce patients’ weakness, hunger, and thirst without increasing
the risk of aspiration when compared to fasting [10]. Furthermore, intravenous infusions
are not as beneficial as CHDs [10], especially for thirst [10], which is the most trouble-
some complication of fasting [10,11]. Preoperative CHDs may also shorten the length of
hospital stay [12] and thus reduce the overall cost of care. However, despite the safety
of preoperative CHDs and the wide range of benefits, there appears to be a consistent
lack of conformity to this recommendation [13,14]. A recent audit by Degeeter et al. [14],
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for example, found that patients had an average fluid fasting time of just under 10 h and
thus were subject to unnecessary discomfort [14]. Such extensive fasting also increases the
catabolic state of patients [15] and appears to increase their postoperative inflammation [16],
thus impacting their recovery.

Surgery is very traumatic to the body, and the acute immune cells respond via trig-
gering a systemic inflammatory response [17]. This postsurgical inflammatory response
has been suggested as the main cause of severe complications, such as organ failure and
death [18,19]. Cytokines, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6), are released by macrophages in
response to surgery [17] and stimulate the liver hepatocytes to produce and release acute
phase proteins (APPs), such as C-reactive peptide (CRP) [17], which trigger a systematic
inflammatory response [17]. IL-6 is one of the most useful markers of inflammation as it
has been shown to independently predict postsurgical complications, such as sepsis and
mortality [18,20,21]. Furthermore, CRP is another commonly used marker of inflammation
post surgically [22,23]. Additionally, the liver’s increased production of APPs results in
the reduced production and release of transporter proteins, such as albumin; hence, a
reduction in serum albumin is another useful marker of inflammation [24,25]. Two sys-
tematic reviews [22,23] have previously investigated the impact of a preoperative CHD on
postoperative inflammation, but they only included CRP levels as an inflammatory marker
and also did not include all relevant trials. Thus, an updated systematic review is required
which investigates different postoperative inflammatory markers.

The first primary outcome of this systematic review is to determine whether a CHD,
consumed 2–3 h before an elective operation, reduces 10–24 h postoperative IL-6 levels
when compared to patients who are made to fast ≥6 h preoperatively. The second primary
outcome is the same as the first, except the control comparison to the CHD is a non-
carbohydrate-containing placebo drink (PD) consumed at the same time. There are also
four secondary outcomes: (i) to determine whether a CHD, consumed 2–3 h before an
elective operation, reduces 10–24 h postoperative CRP levels when compared to patients
who are made to fast ≥6 h preoperatively; (ii) the same as (i), except the control comparison
to the CHD is a non-carbohydrate-containing PD consumed at the same time; (iii) to
determine whether a CHD, consumed 2–3 h before an elective operation, increases the
10–24 h postoperative serum albumin levels when compared to patients who are made to
fast ≥6 h preoperatively; (iv) the same as (iii), except the control comparison to the CHD is
a non-carbohydrate-containing PD consumed at the same time.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Literature Search

The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
guidelines [26] were followed to undertake this systematic review. On 4 June 2023, two
independent researchers (K.Z.H. and Z.A.) comprehensively searched the Embase, MED-
LINE, and Web of Science databases, with no date restrictions. Furthermore, reference
lists were screened, and Google Scholar was scoured to identify additional studies. The
searches utilised Boolean operators, and the following terms were included in all database
searches: (“Oral carbohydrate” OR “Carbohydrate drink” OR “CHD” OR “Preoperative
carbohydrate”) AND (“C-reactive protein” OR “C-reactive peptide” OR “CRP” OR “Inflam-
mation” OR “Inflammatory” OR “Interleukin-6” OR “Interleukin 6” OR “IL-6” OR “IL6”
OR “Albumin”)) AND (“Operation” OR “Surgery” OR “Preoperative” OR “Operative”).
These terms were applied to all fields, ensuring all relevant studies were captured.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The articles obtained from the database searches were screened according to our
inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 1). Studies were not restricted by language, date,
nor sample size. Diabetic patients were excluded as they require specific preoperative
regimes to manage their abnormal glucose metabolism and thus cannot be pooled with
non-diabetic patients.
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Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

PICOS Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

Population Adults ≥ 18 years,
elective surgical patients

Children < 18 years,
animals,

non-elective surgical patients,
diabetes patients

Intervention CHD 2–3 h preoperatively

Lack of CHD 2–3 h preoperatively,
non-carbohydrate-containing drink,

additional interventions
alongside CHD

Comparison Fasting ≥ 6 h,
non-carbohydrate-containing PD

Carbohydrate-containing PD,
No fasting or PD comparator

Outcomes

IL-6 and/or CRP and/or serum
albumin levels 10–24 h

postoperatively,
mean levels available with CIs

IL-6 or CRP or serum albumin levels
not within this time frame,

lack of these inflammatory markers,
mean levels with CIs not available

Study Design RCTs Other study designs
Notes: CHD: carbohydrate drink; PD: placebo drink; IL-6: interleukin-6; CRP: C-reactive peptide; CI: confidence
interval; RCT: randomised control trial.

2.3. Data Collection

All studies obtained from the database searches were transferred to Microsoft Excel
using each database’s export function. Then, each of the two researchers (K.Z.H. and Z.A.)
independently screened the titles and abstracts and selected relevant studies for full-text
analysis. Each researcher then read the full articles of the selected studies and excluded
studies that did not meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Any disagreements were
resolved after the selection process through discussion between the two researchers. Where
data were missing or unavailable, authors were contacted on multiple occasions to provide
raw data, but we received no responses.

2.4. Data Extraction

One of the researchers (K.Z.H.) extracted the data from the included studies. The
following demographics data were extracted from each study: location, year of publication,
number of patients, type of surgery, patient groupings, carbohydrate content of drinks, non-
carbohydrate content of drinks, timing of drinks, volume of drinks, and length of fasting.
Also, the following outcomes data were collected: mean IL-6 and/or CRP and/or serum
albumin levels 10–24 h postoperatively and confidence intervals (CIs) (standard deviation
(SD)). Finally, any additional information to assist in the risk of bias (RoB) calculation and
discussion was taken from each study.

2.5. Risk of Bias

Two researchers (K.Z.H. and Z.A.) independently judged the RoB for each study
using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool 2 (RoB2) designed for randomised control trials
(RCTs) [27]. RoB2 has five domains that focus on these potential sources of bias: the process
of randomisation, any deviations from predetermined interventions, missing data, how the
outcomes were measures, and how the results were reported [27]. For every study, each
domain was given one of the following bias risk scores: low risk, some concerns, or high
risk [27]. Each study was then given an overall RoB score, and any disagreements were
resolved through discussion between the two researchers.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Where three or more RCTs reported the same outcome using comparable approaches,
data were pooled to perform a meta-analysis using RevMan 4.0 software (Cochrane,
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London, UK), employing a random effects model, reporting mean differences and confi-
dence intervals. Heterogeneity in the studies was assessed using I2, Chi2, and Tau2 statistics.

3. Results
3.1. Study Selection

A total of 458 studies were obtained from the three database searches, and an addi-
tional 15 studies were identified through reference screening and searching Google Scholar.
These studies’ titles and abstracts were screened, and 386 were subsequently excluded.
Duplicates were then removed from the remaining 87 studies, leaving 31 at the end of the
screening phase. Full texts were obtained, when possible, for the remaining 31 studies, and
a further 21 were excluded due to a lack of conformity to the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
These were excluded for the following reasons: the intervention and/or control were inap-
propriate; absent relevant inflammatory marker results or inappropriate collection times;
absent mean results with CIs; the journal was discontinued, thus, the article was absent;
and the inclusion of diabetes patients. The remaining 10 studies [16,19,24,28–34] were all
included in the systematic review and meta-analysis. A PRISMA flowchart detailing the
study selection process is provided in Figure 1.
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3.2. Study Characteristics

The 10 studies [16,19,24,28–34] included are all RCTs that ran between 2010 and 2021
and were conducted in six different countries: China, Korea, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Turkey, Czech Republic, and Brazil. Also, all together, these trials included 718 patients
(317 males and 401 females) and involved the following surgeries: prostatectomy, femur
fracture repair, hip surgery, gynaecological surgery, colorectal surgery, lumbar discectomy,
laminectomy, cholecystectomy, and inguinal hernia repair. Seven trials gave the CHD 2 h
perioperatively [16,28,30–34], one 2–3 h preoperatively [19], and the remaining two 3 h
preoperatively [24,29]. Additionally, six trials used a pure CHD [16,19,30–33], whereas
the remaining four used a CHD mixed sometimes with protein, vitamins, and miner-
als [24,28,29,34]. Table 2 includes the detailed demographic information of each study.
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Table 2. Demographics table of included studies.

Study Date Country Type of Surgery Sample Size (M/F) Relevant Cohorts Contents of CHD Volume and Timing of
Drink(s) and Fasting Outcomes Measured

Hu et al. [19] 2021 China Prostatectomy 90 (90/0)
(1) CHD

(2) Fasting
(3) Placebo

12.6% carbohydrate solution Drinks—400 m 2–3 h preop,
Fasting—6 h preop IL-6

Kweon et al. [28] 2020 Korea Femur fracture
nailing 88 (28/60) (1) CHD

(2) Fasting

12.8% carbohydrate solution
(vitamin A, B, C, D, E, and K,

carbohydrate 15 g, fat 3 g,
protein 4 g, vitamin A 75 ug,
B1 0.13 mg, B2 0.15 mg, B6
0.15 mg, C 14 mg, D 1 ug, E

1.5 mg, K 7.5 ug per 100 mL)

Drink—400 mL 2 h preop,
Fasting—7–8 h preop IL-6

Deng et al. [29] 2020 China Hip fracture surgery 40 (12, 28) (1) CHD
(3) Placebo

10% carbohydrate solution
(14% whey protein) Drinks—200 mL 3 h preop CRP, Serum Albumin

Gumus et al. [30] 2020 Turkey Cholecystectomy 66 (12, 54) (1) CHD
(2) Fasting 12.5% carbohydrate solution Drink—400 m 2 h proper,

Fasting—12 h preop CRP, Serum Albumin

Zhang et al. [31] 2020 China Gynaecological
surgery 58 (0, 58) (1) CHD

(2) Fasting 12.5% carbohydrate solution Drink—400 mL 2 h preop,
Fasting—8 h preop IL-6, CRP

Rizvanović et al. [16] 2019 Bosnia and
Herzegovina Colorectal surgery 50 (27, 23) (1) CHD

(2) Fasting 12.5% carbohydrate solution Drink—200 mL 2 h preop,
Fasting—8 h preop

IL-6, CRP,
Serum Albumin

Dilmen et al. [32] 2017 Turkey Lumbar discectomy
or laminectomy 40 (20, 20) (1) CHD

(2) Fasting 12.5% carbohydrate solution Drink—400 mL 2 h preop,
Fasting—8 h preop IL-6

Dock-Nascimento et al. [33] 2012 Brazil Cholecystectomy 48 (0, 48)
(1) CHD

(2) Fasting
(3) Placebo

12.5% carbohydrate solution Drinks—200 mL 2 h preop,
Fasting—8 h preop

IL-6, CRP,
Serum Albumin

Perrone et al. [24] 2011 Brazil Cholecystectomy or
inguinal hernia repair 17 (6, 11) (1) CHD

(3) Placebo
86% carbohydrate solution

(14% whey protein) Drinks—237 mL 3 h preop CRP, Serum Albumin

Kaška et al. [34] 2010 Czech Republic Colorectal surgery 221 (122, 99) (1) CHD
(2) Fasting

12.6% carbohydrate solution
(Na 50 mg, K 122 mg, Cl 6 mg,

Ca 6 mg, P 1 mg, Mg 1 mg)

Drink—400 mL 2 h preop,
Fasting—6–12 h preop CRP
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3.3. Risk of Bias

RoB was calculated for each study using the RoB2 tool [27], and the individual studies
and overall results are presented in Figure 2. Overall, six studies had a high RoB [24,29–33],
and the remaining four had some concerns (Figure 2) [16,19,28,34]. The high risks were
either due to some deviation in patient management after randomisation without incorpo-
rating an intention to treat analysis [27], resulting in missing data (five trials), [24,29,31–33]
and/or due to problems with the randomisation process (two trials) [24,30]. Additionally,
as the studies did not specify whether the measured and reported inflammatory markers
were in line with a predetermined protocol, they all had some concerns of bias in the
selection of the reported results.
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3.4. Primary Outcomes

Regarding the first primary outcome, six RCTs [16,19,28,31–33] measured IL-6 lev-
els 10–24 h postoperatively in fasting patients and those who consumed a preoperative
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CHD. All of the RCTs gave the CHD 2 h preoperatively, except Hu et al. [19], which
gave the CHD 2–3 h preoperatively. Furthermore, they all measured IL-6 levels around
24 h postoperatively, except Dock-Nascimento et al. [33], which measured the IL-6 level
10 h postoperatively. Additionally, patients fasted 6–8 h preoperatively across the six
RCTs. All six RCTs reported a lower postoperative mean IL-6 level in the CHD group,
and Hu et al. [19], Zhang et al. [31], and Rizvanović et al. [16] reported significantly lower
mean values. A meta-analysis of the pooled data demonstrated a significantly lower mean
IL-6 level of −21.26 pg/mL ((95% CI −33.37, −9.15); p = 0.0006) 10–24 h postoperatively in
patients who consumed a CHD 2–3 h preoperatively compared to patients who were made
to fast 6–8 h preoperatively (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Forest plot to show 10–24 h postoperative IL-6 levels (pg/mL) in fasting patients and those
who consumed a CHD 2–3 h preoperatively [16,19,28,31–33].

Regarding the second primary outcome, two RCTs [19,33] measured IL-6 levels 10–24 h
postoperatively in patients who consumed a preoperative CHD or PD. The mean ± SD
for each can be found in Table 3. Both studies gave the drinks 2 h preoperatively and
Hu et al. [19] measured the IL-6 24 h postoperatively whereas Dock-Nascimento et al. [33]
10 h postoperatively. Both reported a lower mean IL-6 level in the CHD group, but only
Hu et al. [19] reported a significantly lower mean. Given only two RCTs were identified,
a meta-analysis was not conducted as it would have a low power [35].

Table 3. Postoperative IL-6 levels (pg/mL) for primary outcome 2 (CHD vs. placebo patients).

Study CHD Group (Mean IL-6 ± SD) Placebo Group (Mean IL-6 ± SD)

Hu et al. [19] 75.5 ± 83.1 123 ± 82.7

Dock-Nascimento et al. [33] 4.8 ± 2.4 5.2 ± 2.4

3.5. Secondary Outcomes

Regarding the first secondary outcome, five RCTs [16,30,31,33,34] measured CRP levels
10–24 h postoperatively in fasting patients and those who consumed a preoperative CHD.
All the trials gave the CHD 2 h preoperatively and all measured the CRP level around 24 h
postoperatively, except that of Dock-Nascimento et al. [33], which measured the CRP level
10 h postoperatively. Additionally, patients fasted 8–12 h preoperatively across the five
RCTs. All the RCTs, except that of Gumus et al. [30], reported a lower mean CRP level in the
CHD group, with significantly lower mean levels in Zhang et al. [31], Rizvanović et al. [16],
and Dock-Nascimento et al. [33]. However, Gumus et al. [30] reported a significantly higher
postoperative mean CRP level in the CHD group. A meta-analysis of the pooled data
demonstrated a non-significantly lower mean CRP level of −5.02 mg/L ((95% CI −11.52,
1.49); p = 0.13) 10–24 h postoperatively in patients who consumed a CHD 2 h preoperatively
compared to patients who were made to fast 8–12 h preoperatively (Figure 4).
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Regarding the second secondary outcome, three RCTs [24,29,33] measured CRP
levels 10–24 h postoperatively in patients who consumed a preoperative CHD or PD.
Perrone et al. [24] and Deng et al. [29] gave the drinks 3 h preoperatively and measured the
CRP levels 24 h postoperatively, whereas Dock-Nascimento et al. [33] gave the drinks 2 h
preoperatively and measured the CRP level 10 h postoperatively. All three RCTs reported a
lower mean CRP level postoperatively in the CHD group, with only Deng et al. [29] report-
ing a significantly lower mean level. A meta-analysis of the pooled data demonstrated a
non-significantly lower mean CRP level of −7.32 mg/L ((95% CI −18.53, 3.89); p = 0.20)
10–24 h postoperatively in patients who consumed a CHD 2–3 h preoperatively compared
to patients who consumed a PD (Figure 5).
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Regarding the third secondary outcome, three RCTs [16,30,33] measured serum al-
bumin levels 10–24 h postoperatively in fasting patients and those who consumed a pre-
operative CHD. All the RCTs gave the CHD 2 h preoperatively and measured the serum
albumin levels around 24 h postoperatively, except that of Dock-Nascimento et al. [33],
which measured the serum albumin level 10 h postoperatively. Additionally, patients fasted
8–12 h preoperatively across the three RCTs. For the CHD group, Gumus et al. [30] reported
a non-significantly lower mean serum albumin level, Dock-Nascimento et al. [33] reported
the exact same one, and Rizvanović et al. [16] reported a significantly higher postoperative
mean serum albumin level. A meta-analysis of the pooled data demonstrated no significant
difference (0.06, 95% CI [−2.74, 2.87], p = 0.97) in the 10–24 h postoperative serum albumin
level between patients who consumed a CHD 2 h preoperatively compared to patients who
were made to fast 8–12 h preoperatively (Figure 6).

Regarding the fourth secondary outcome, three RCTs [24,29,33] measured serum
albumin levels 10–24 h postoperatively in patients who consumed a preoperative CHD or
PD. Perrone et al. [24] and Deng et al. [29] gave the drinks 3 h preoperatively and measured
serum albumin levels 24 h postoperatively, whereas Dock-Nascimento et al. [33] gave the
drinks 2 h preoperatively and measured the serum albumin level 10 h postoperatively.
They all demonstrated a higher mean serum albumin level postoperatively in the CHD
group, with Deng et al. [29] reporting a significantly higher mean level. A meta-analysis of
the pooled data demonstrated a significantly higher mean serum albumin level of 2.56 g/L
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((95% CI 1.41, 3.71); p < 0.0001) 10–24 h postoperatively in patients who consumed a CHD
2–3 h preoperatively compared to patients who consumed a PD (Figure 7).
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4. Discussion

This systematic review aimed to determine whether a CHD, consumed 2–3 h preoper-
atively, would reduce postoperative inflammation compared to a PD or fasting. Through
conducting a meta-analysis, we found a significantly lower postoperative IL-6 level in pa-
tients given a preoperative CHD compared to fasting patients. Furthermore, we also found,
through another meta-analysis, a significantly higher postoperative serum albumin level
in patients given a preoperative CHD compared to a PD. This is, thus, the first systematic
review suggesting significantly lower postoperative inflammation following a preoperative
CHD compared to a PD and compared to fasting. As postoperative inflammation [18,19]
and specifically IL-6 levels [18,20,21] are independent risk factors for postoperative com-
plications and mortality, these results reinforce the many guidelines that recommend a
CHD 2–3 h preoperatively [5–9]. Our other secondary outcomes, however, demonstrated
non-significantly lower CRP levels following a preoperative CHD compared to a PD or
fasting and no significant difference in the postoperative serum albumin level following a
preoperative CHD compared to fasting. This reduces the strength of the hypothesis that a
preoperative CHD reduces postoperative inflammation; however, when considering the
other benefits of a preoperative CHD [10–12] and our significant IL-6 and albumin results,
clinicians should ensure they give patients a CHD 2–3 h preoperatively and not prolong
their fasting period.

Six systematic reviews and meta-analyses [22,23,36–39] have previously been con-
ducted measuring different non-inflammatory outcomes in patients who fast or are given
a CHD or PD preoperatively. Tong et al. [23] reported no significant differences in the
levels of postoperative thirst, hunger, and anxiety between the three cohorts, whereas
Cheng et al. [39] reported significantly better outcomes with a larger number of patients
given a preoperative CHD compared to fasting patients and significantly better hunger
levels in patients given a preoperative CHD compared to a PD. Additionally, Tong et al. [23]
demonstrated a significant reduction in postoperative infection in patients given a pre-
operative CHD compared to fasting patients, whilst Cheng et al. [39] found no signifi-
cant differences. Furthermore, Ricci et al. [22] found no significant differences in post-
operative morbidity amongst any of the three cohorts. Finally, none of the systematic
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reviews [22,23,36–39] found significant differences in intraoperative aspiration between
fasting patients and those given a preoperative drink, highlighting the safety of preopera-
tive drinks. It appears any clear drink, given 2–3 h preoperatively, is safe and may improve
patient satisfaction [39] and the rates of postoperative infection [23], and thus unnecessarily
fasting for longer than 2–3 h is inappropriate for patients.

The four systematic reviews [23,36,38,39] that reported insulin resistance found it to
be significantly lower in patients given a preoperative CHD compared to a PD. Insulin
resistance itself is an independent risk factor for postoperative complications [40] and
results in protein depletion [41], reduced wound healing efficiency [33], a weakened
immune system [33], and muscle fatigue, thus impeding recovery [37]. The significant
reductions in insulin resistance postoperatively after a preoperative CHD [23,36,38,39]
support the guideline recommendations of a CHD given 2–3 h preoperatively over a
PD [5–9].

Two systematic reviews, those of Ricci et al. [22] and Tong et al. [23], were both pub-
lished in 2022 and both only included postoperative CRP levels as a marker of inflammation.
However, there a number of reasons an updated CRP search and analysis was justified
in our study. Firstly, Ricci et al. [22] only compared outcomes after abdominal surgeries,
whereas this systematic review includes all elective surgeries. Additionally, Ricci et al. [22]
did not conduct separate meta-analyses for placebo-controlled and fasting-controlled RCTs.
Furthermore, Ricci et al. [22] and Tong et al. [23] included an RCT by Braga et al. [42], despite
patients in both the intervention and control groups being given a carbohydrate-containing
drink. Ricci et al. [22] concluded that a CHD infused with antioxidants is the most op-
timal preoperative CHD but only included one RCT with an antioxidant-infused CHD,
thus limiting the quality of this result. Additionally, Tong et al. [23] included an RCT by
Pexe-Mechado et al. [43], which measured the CRP levels on the second postoperative day,
despite claiming all CRP level measurements must be within the first 24 h. Tong et al. [23],
like our systematic review, separated the fasting-controlled and placebo-controlled RCTs for
separate analysis and also found no significant differences in the postoperative CRP levels
between these cohorts. Our CRP analysis, however, included RCTs by Gumus et al. [30]
and Deng et al. [29] that were not included in the previous systematic reviews’ [22,23] CRP
meta-analyses, thus providing a more comprehensive and updated result.

Our study found significant reductions in postoperative inflammation. For example,
we found significantly lower IL-6 levels postoperatively in patients given a preoperative
CHD compared to fasting patients, and significantly higher serum albumin levels in patients
given a preoperative CHD compared to a PD. As mentioned previously, less inflammation
postoperatively improves recovery and reduces complications [18,19]. Hence, we urge
clinicians to follow the many guidelines that recommend giving patients a CHD 2–3 h
preoperatively [5–9] and stop the harmful practice of excessively and unnecessarily making
patients fast [13,14]. As for lowering IL-6 levels through preoperative CHD loading,
this topic needs more studies to assess clinical outcomes to demonstrate a reduction
in morbidity.

Despite studies consistently demonstrating complete gastric emptying up to 3 h
after the consumption of a CHD [2,3] and guidelines since 2005 recommending a CHD
2–3 h preoperatively [5–9], clinicians persistently prolong fluid fasting before elective
procedures [13,14]. For example, an audit in 2014 [13] and another in 2023 [14] found
average fluid-fasting times of over 9.5 h before an operation. This was partly due to
misinformed staff believing prolonged fasting is more beneficial and advising patients to
fast from the midnight before their operation [13,14]. Furthermore, patients themselves,
despite being given the correct advice, prolonged their fast due to a lack of appreciation of
the dangers of fasting excessively or an unwillingness to alter their normal eating habits [13].
Interestingly, de Aguilar-Nascimento et al. [44] found that different patient demographics,
such as age, sex, or type of hospital they were admitted into, were not significant predictors
of excessive fasting, highlighting that all surgical patients are at risk. Hence, surgical staff
must be adequately educated to dispel incorrectly held beliefs in order to ensure patients
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are properly informed [13,14]. Furthermore, patients should always be given written advice
as this has been shown to improve retention [45] and significantly reduce unnecessary
fasting [13]. However, de Putte et al. [46] found that 6.2% of patients presented to their
operation in a non-fasted state due to, in 72% of cases, late fluid consumption. Thus,
patient education needs to be clear and accurate, preventing the overconsumption of fluids
and intraoperative pulmonary aspiration. However, this is a rare event, and the included
studies were not powered adequately to be able to assess this adequately.

5. Limitations

There are several limitations within our study that warrant further discussion. For
example, although we used a pre-determined protocol and accurately followed it, the
protocol was not pre-registered in an appropriate database, and, hence, any lack of deviation
from the original protocol cannot be proven. Furthermore, our predetermined 10–24 h
postoperative inclusion criteria for inflammatory marker levels resulted in all the meta-
analyses including RCTs that measured inflammatory markers up to 14 h apart. The wide
time period was adopted to ensure all RCTs that measured the inflammatory markers in
the first postoperative day were captured; however, it introduced a degree of heterogeneity.
There were also some limitations with our results.

Six of the RCTs had a high risk of bias, thus potentially reducing the validity of the
results [47]. Additionally, three of our meta-analyses only included three RCTs, including
our significant serum albumin result, thus limiting the power of these results [35]. The
small number of included trials is due to the recency of RCTs investigating postoperative
inflammation in these patients, with the first trial being conducted in 2010 [34]. We are
confident, however, that our systematic review included all up-to-date relevant RCTs.

6. Conclusions

This systematic review investigated whether a CHD, given 2–3 h preoperatively,
reduces postoperative IL-6 and CRP levels and prevents a reduction in serum albumin
levels compared to a PD or fasting. We found that IL-6 levels were significantly reduced
whilst CRP levels were lower in CHD groups but did not reach significance. Post-operative
serum albumin levels were significantly higher in patients who had a CHD preoperative
than those who fasted. This is the first systematic review to demonstrate a significant
reduction in some of the postoperative inflammatory markers following a preoperative
CHD, and, hence, these results reinforce the guideline recommendations [5–9] of giving
patients a CHD 2–3 h before an elective operation.
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